**NETDANSK**

**Pre-arrival Danish course for employees and accompanying partners at Aarhus University**

Netdansk is an online Danish course independent of time and place.

**Option 1:**
An online course of 25 lessons (approx. 50 self-correcting assignments) that can be done anytime and anywhere as many times as you like within 6 months.

**Content:**
- Pronunciation / sounds / letters
- Numbers
- Wh-questions / answers
- Personal presentation
- Job: Personal presentation, job functions and workplace

**Option 2:**
An online teacher-supported course of 30 lessons (approx. 50-60 assignments) that can be done anytime and anywhere as many times as you like within 6 months.

In option 2, all topics include teacher-supported assignments where individual feedback is given to the individual student on 10-15 of the written assignments as well as listening and reading assignments. These assignments can only be done once.

**Price:**
- **400 Dkr** for 25 lessons per student
- **800 Dkr** for 30 lessons per student
- **100 Dkr** per lesson per student

**Option 3:**
Option 3 is our full offer on Netdansk. Here you start on a specific date (which cannot be during the holiday even if the holiday is right before the beginning of your employment). Option 3 is much like our physical language schools. What you get is a full-time teaching offer that matches classroom teaching - only it's individual, independent of time and place, and online. You will get new assignments each week and there are web conferences at specific times with teachers and other students at the same level. The teaching leads up to current ministerial tests and exams. Minimum of three lesson pr week.

When you have arrived in Denmark, you can proceed from your obtained Danish level with a reference from the municipality and either continue in Netdansk or join a class at the language school on campus.

**Price:**
- **100 Dkr** per lesson per student

The Netdansk course is based on texts, news, music, articles, web, grammar, YouTube and more.
Sign up:

If you wish to register for Option 1 or Option 2 please follow this link for online registration and payment.
www.laerdansk.dk/pre-arrival

If you wish to register for Option 3, please send an email to Netdansk Coordinator:
helle.hoei@adm.laerdansk.dk.
Please state that you are a part of the Aarhus University Pre-arrival Danish course.

Taldansk Online - The online Conversation Partner Program

It is possible to combine your selected offer with TALDANSK ONLINE (Speak Danish Online).

The Taldansk Online Conversation Partner Program is a volunteer program based at Lærdansk Aarhus.

The Taldansk Online Conversation Partner Program focuses on development of conversation skills in an online environment (Google Hangout or Skype).

The volunteers are Danish speakers.

It is important to emphasize that the volunteer is not a teacher, but a »common Danish person« that you can practice Danish with.

Read more about Taldansk Online here: www.laerdansk.dk/en/schools/aarhus/voluntary-offers

Registration for Taldansk Online takes place separately.